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규칙 생성 시스템을 한 새로운 연속 클러스터링 조합☆

New Sequential Clustering Combination for Rule Generation System
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요    약

본 논문에서는 수치  데이터를 이용하여 규칙을 생성하는 시스템에 해 순차 인 클러스터링 방법을 제안한다. 단일 클러스터

링 기법은 방 하고 복잡한 공간 내에서는 원하는 결과를 얻지 못할 수 있다. 이런 문제 을 해결하기 해 제안된 방법은 서로 다른 

클러스터링 기법을 순차 으로 수행하여 장 들은 활용하고 단 들은 보안하는 형태를 제안하 다. Mountain 클러스터링과 Chen 

클러스터링을 이용하여 non-parametric 공간에서 자율 으로 클러스터를 구성하 고, global 공간과 local 공간으로 역할을 분담하여 

클러스터를 추정한다. 추정된 클러스터들은 신경회로망이나 퍼지 시스템과 같은 지능 시스템의 구조와 기 라미터 결정에 활용 

될 수 있으며, 확장하여 헬스 어와 의료 분야에서의 결정 제공 시스템의 학습에 도움을  수 있다. 제안된 방법을 유용성을 시뮬
이션을 통해 보이고자 한다.

ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a new clustering combination based on numerical data driven for rule generation mechanism. In large 

and complicated space, a clustering method can obtain limited performance results. To overcome the single clustering method 

problem, hybrid combined methods can solve problem to divided simple cluster estimation. Fundamental structure of the proposed 

method is combined by mountain clustering and modified Chen clustering to extract detail cluster information in complicated data 

distribution of non-parametric space. It has automatic rule generation ability with advanced density based operation when intelligent 

systems including neural networks and fuzzy inference systems can be generated by clustering results. Also, results of the mechanism 

will be served to information of decision support system to infer the useful knowledge. It can extend to healthcare and medical   

decision support system to help experts or specialists. We show and explain   the usefulness of the proposed method using simulation 

and results.

☞ keyword : Sequential clustering, Mountain clustering, Local clustering, Decision rule

1. Introduction

In a decision support system, fuzzy inference system and 

intelligent system modeling, constructing and managing rules 

are important to evaluate the system efficiency [1-4]. An 
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expert system is one of approaches to generate a useful 

decision support mechanism to help human’s decision with 

expert knowledge [1]. A decision support system which 

depends on a data driven approach generates an unbiased 

rule mechanism in order to construct an inference engine of 

decision without human’s effort. Compared with the expert 

system approach, data-driven rule generation has several 

advantages including the reuse of collected data and 

unbiased results [1,3,5]. Rule generation is the 

pre-processing step before executing the inference engine of 

a decision support system [2,4]. The clustering approach can 

generate cluster information such as cluster centers which 

relates relevant rules of inference system [1,3,5]. So, 

clustering results are important to construct successful 

overall system.

Clustering algorithm can largely classify two types in 

parametric operating features as parametric [1] and 
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non-parametric method [1][6-8].

IMC-2 method [5] can try to improve better quality 

clustering of mountain method and compares performance 

using Global Silhouette Value and Separation Index. Chatzis 

et al. [6] proposed possibility formulation of mixture model 

in clustering method instead probabilistic formulation.

In this paper, we focus on non-parametric clustering to 

improve the clustering results for rule generation using 

modified mountain and Chen clustering techniques [1,9,10]. 

Although having good characteristics, mountain clustering 

can suffer information loss during cluster generations and 

destroy operation. We concentrate on preventing information 

loss during the destroy operation which more considers 

neighbor clusters with high density fields. To find neighbor 

cluster in local fields, we use a modified Chen clustering 

method to obtain more meaningful clusters in the destroyed 

spaces. Finally, we propose a rule generation method which 

can detect neighbor clusters in high density cluster groups. 

To simplify and clear the work, we generate a clustered data 

space using intended random data sets and apply to the 

proposal. In the simulations, we show usefulness of 

proposed clustering to obtain rules.

In Section 2, we review the characteristics of mountain 

and Chen clustering. In Section 3, we explain proposed rule 

generation mechanism using proposed clustering 

combination. Then, Section 4, we address the usefulness of 

the proposed method using simulations and results. In 

Section 5, we conclude the proposed method and future 

works. 

 

2. Related Work

2.1 Mountain Clustering

In non-parametric clustering, a mountain clustering [1] is 

cumulated density based approach.

Cluster candidate  vm  is estimated by following 

density.
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where  vm  is considered as cluster center candidate, N  is 

data size, ix  is i th data, and   is construction parameter 

of mountain.

Especially, the   is very important to generate shape 

and height of mountain. If it is large, then each  vm  also 

gets large value and generated mountain shapes are more 

smooth than smaller  .

The resolution of grid partition for center candidate 

vcanhandleaccuracyofinferenceresults.Thelowresolutionofgrid

partitioncanmakeoffastcomputationspeedbutaccuracyshouldbel

ow.Theoppositecasehashugecomputationalloadandobtainsmore

accuratecenters. Two variables, resolution of vand  , are 

major consideration of constructing the mountains.

After the constructing the mountain densities, an 

algorithm performs destroy operation to obtain next cluster 

in information as follows. 
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where  1cm  is a center of chosen maximum cumulative 

density and   is destroying parameter to the mountain.

 

The value of   determines destroy radius and depth 

which affected estimated cluster number and relevant 

important parameters.

The small destroy mountains will be generated by small 

  values. 

The small destroy mountains sometimes cannot remove 

useless mountains and can remain undestroyed field to bad 

effect next step. 

In this case, no meaningful clusters can be generated by 

less enough destroy mountains. Or, if larger   can also 

generate other problems. The large destroy mountain can 

remove essential cluster centers.

More specifically, in the complex data distribution, 

determining of scale parameter   and   are important 

step. However, mountain clustering cannot determine 

relevant mountain in heavy bias density distributions.

The destroy progress of mountains are shown in Fig. 1. 

As shown Fig. 1, mountain clustering has unique 

characteristics by cumulative densities and destroy operation. 
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(Fig. 1) Mountain clustering.

Maximum top value is considered as a cluster center and 

then will be destroyed for obtaining the next cluster center 

using finding maximum cumulative density. Although 

having good performances, destroy operation of mountain 

cluster can eliminate neighbor clusters during destroy 

operation which its cumulative density was dramatically 

reduced. 

The destroy function generally uses Gaussian function. If 

meaningful neighbor cluster is place in effective field, then 

its cumulative density information can be damaged.

When predetermined criterion is satisfied, mountain 

clustering method is terminated. Designer can select 

appropriate termination conditions.

 

2.2 Chen Clustering

In the density based clustering, Chen clustering [8,9] has 

a unique characteristics. 

General clustering almost considers each center’s relation 

such as a membership grade or a cumulative density and so 

on. 

However, Chen clustering only considers updated cluster 

center itself. General similarity measure with centers uses 

general Gaussian method as follows.
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where v  is cluster center candidates and algorithm only 

calculates each center candidates without original data set. 

The data set only use initial setting of center candidates. 

Algorithm arranges similarity using pre-determined value as 

follows.
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where   is a cutting threshold in the Chen clustering. If 

specific relation or similarity ijr  has low value, its similarity 

is excluded in the estimation. New center of the clustering 

calculates as follows.
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where v  is cluster center candidate and unfortunately, 

centers have same number of data sizes. The computational 

load of the algorithm can exponentially increase when data 

set are large.

Chen clustering has unique characteristics like equation 

(4). Restricted similar measure eliminates small similarity or 

data having large distance. Also, updated centers did not 

measure to data, measure process only updated centers 

themselves as shown equation (3). In algorithm, data is only 

used at allocating centers of initialization step. Although 

usefulness of algorithm, a computational load of Chen 

clustering rapidly is increased if number of the given data 

sets are increased. Most algorithms iteratively calculates 

restricted parameters. However, Chen clustering repeatedly 

calculates number of data size per a step. It is weakness of 

Chen clustering. However, without data set during learning 
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(Fig. 2) Candidates of local field.

progress, Chen clustering has benefit of some bias density 

environment.

 

3. Proposed Clustering as Rule 

Generation

To improve limited performance abilities of single 

clustering method, we sequentially combine two clustering 

methods to obtain more precision clustering results. It 

performs more detailed clustering process in local fields 

when whole space dividing process using another clustering 

method is finished

The first step of the proposed method performs mountain 

clustering for overall data set. In this paper, the sigma 

which is mountain parameter has a relatively large scale 

value and the detailed tuning procedure will be handled by 

Chen clustering. In fact, relatively small value of sigma 

induces many clusters including many meaningless cluster 

candidates in mountain clustering.

In the second step, Chen clustering performs the 

estimation of the cluster centers in restricted local fields. 

Local field selection was based on a similarity measure with 

selected center and data. 

A variable called second sigma which is Chen clustering 

parameter uses the calculation measurement in Gaussian 

similarity and no relevant data can be missed if the 

similarity is lower than a threshold value. Fig. 2 shows 

selected local field in the entire data set having 3 clusters 

(groups).

The local field approach can reduce heavy computation 

load problem of Chen clustering.

After selecting local fields, Chen clustering searches each 

local space and then can obtain sub clusters. In Chen 

clustering, a cluster center does not consider other cluster 

centers to estimate a selected center. Although data states 

alone or few distributions in rare field, Chen clustering also 

allocates center with low density. This characteristic is 

unique to Chen clustering. We do not want to increase the 

size of cluster centers which have low density distributions. 

 After the Chen clustering step, a deletion process 

operates to find meaningless centers with low densities and 

excludes final cluster center candidates.

Rule generations in decision system using mathematical 

computation methods are heavily depend on numerical data 

distributions. Density distribution of input-output data can 

explain structures or causalities of the system. It means that 

rules can be induced through data density combination in 

given data spaces. So, high intensive density fields in data 

space can consider the candidates of the rules or system 

characteristics in generating decision system. The clustering 

method can find and induce meaningful density information. 

Especially, mountain clustering cannot extract neighbor 

clusters in large data density fields when inappropriate 

threshold values are determined. It is structural disadvantage 

because of destroy mountain has radial basis field. Also, 

Chen clustering has exponentially increased computation 

load if data set has large. Two non-parametric based 

clustering methods have each own disadvantages. However, 

hybrid combination, including global search of mountain 

clustering and local detail search of Chen clustering, will 

help overall clustering performance and enhance weakness 

each other.

 

4. Experimental Results and 

Discussion

4.1 Simulation and Results

In simulation, we sequentially illustrate the progress of 

proposed method to demonstrate usefulness. For the purpose 

of experiment, we have generated intended random data 
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(Fig. 5). Destroy operation.

sets. And, the data sets were spread to several fields of 

whole space. Through the spreading and grouping process, 

data sets were divided and clustered. Total data distribution 

is shown in Fig. 3.

As shown in Fig. 3, four large clusters existed and each 

large cluster has 2 to 4 sub-clusters with similar or different 

density distributions. For the sake of convenience, we have 

normalized the data values from 0 to 1.

Fig. 4 shows generating mountains in the mountain 

clustering step when sigma is 0.005, 0.1 and 0.2. Choosing 

appropriated sigma is important to obtain correct structures 

to generate rules. We can see various smoothness or 

sharpness of mountain.

Changing sigma generated different shapes of mountains 

using cumulative density. Relatively small sigma value 

influences more than sharp many mountains and large sigma 

influences smoothing shape few mountains. As shown figures, 

through small sigma, algorithm can also obtain meaningless 

cluster centers. Alternatively, in large sigma, algorithm cannot 

obtain essential cluster centers because strong smoothness can 

covers neighbor essential cluster candidates.

After five destroy operations in mountain clustering when 

beta is 0.2, new destroyed data distribution is shown in Fig. 

5 at five destroy iterations. Compared with Fig. 4, high 

density regions are dramatically decreased. Especially scale 

(height) of z-axis is rapidly reduced.

Next, in the Chen clustering step, new data of the 

relevant local fields are extracted from mountain clustering. 

A center with best cumulative density is chosen, then 

relevant neighbor data are chosen using similarity threshold 

as shown in Fig. 6. This data field is a part of total data 

distribution and chosen local field data set have reduced 

data numbers. Compared with whole data distribution in 

Fig. 3, it can easily confirm that intensive distribution fields 

with high densities were selected in Fig. 6. Local field data 

selection also depends on Gaussian similarity. As shown in 

Fig. 6, a selected local field may include some data of other 

cluster because some data with near distance can be within 

threshold. If sigma of mountain clustering is small case as 

sharp condition, many meaningless centers can be generated. 

However, proposed method uses mountain clustering to 

detect sub-local fields for extracting individual centers using 

Chen clustering. Proposed method obtains four divided local 

fields. Chen clustering finally extracts cluster centers in 
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(Fig. 7) Final results without refinement.

reduced spaces or local fields. The results of the estimated 

centers and data distribution are shown in Fig. 7.

Due to unique characteristic of Chen clustering, some 

estimated centers have low data distribution. In an extreme 

case, a center may have only one data relation with sparse 

distribution. It is one of disadvantages of Chen clustering. 

To remedy this characteristic, proposed method eliminates 

meaningless centers with lower densities than pre-determined 

threshold. 

Final inferred cluster centers as rules are shown in Fig. 8.

We display that centers with meaningless position are 

eliminated in Fig. 8. Rule generation results are summarized 

in Table 1. We show that rule generation detects 6 rules in 

class 1 which has 4 sub classes. If the elimination process, 

which compared with Fig. 7 and 8, is not performed, 

detected cluster numbers of each column in Table. 1 will be 

increased and meaningless information can also corrupted 

final results.
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(Fig. 8) Final results with refinement

  

(Table 1) Rule generation results.

4.2 Discussion

The proposed method has combined two non-parametric 

clustering approaches to obtain rules in the numerical data 

spaces. Realistic considerations are pre-determining 

parameters. To perform overall process, we have to set 

sigma and zeta variable of mountain clustering, and sigma, 

similarity and cutting threshold of Chen clustering. 

However, both sigmas have some predictable relation and 

threshold values also relate Gaussian similarity. In complex 

distribution environment, a single clustering approach cannot 

obtain desired performance results because its own 

disadvantages. In this case, clustering combined methods can 

easily solve the difficulties. Extended future researches will 

be considered.

 

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new rule generation 

mechanism using sequentially combined clustering methods. 

As illustrated, the second clustering method compensates the 
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information loss of the first clustering. Because only 

performs at local cluster field, computational load of Chen 

clustering method is reduced. Each clustering has weak 

points. We intend to obtain advanced performance using 

combined clustering structure to recover and enhance other 

weak points and advantages. And, we show and explain the 

simulation results in dividing local fields and extracting 

cluster centers.

To get satisfied decision procedure, it is one of the 

essential approaches that the intention of inference engine 

can serve useful information to clustering procedure. 

Integrated model with constructing clustering and optimizing 

inference mechanism is also a favor and important issue. 

Our future research in the clustering will modified learning 

rule by the intention of the overall decision system. 
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